Abstract. It is shown that the ideal theories of the fields of all meromorphic functions on any two noncompact Riemann surfaces are isomorphic. Further, various new representation and factorization theorems are proved.
Introduction. Throughout this paper let X and Y denote noncompact (connected) Riemann surfaces. Let A(X) (or A for short), denote the ring of all analytic functions on X, and let F(X) (or 5 for short), denote the field of all meromorphic functions on X. In 1940 Helmer [10] studied divisibility properties in .4(C), hiid the foundations for its ideal theory, and proved that every finitely generated ideal in it is principal. (See [2, pp. 24-28] for a brief history of the subject from 1940 to 1966.) In 1952-53 Henriksen [11] , [12] investigated the maximal and prime ideals of A(C), finding-among other things-that each prime ideal is contained in a unique maximal ideal. An ideal of a ring will be called local if it is contained in a unique maximal ideal; thus Henriksen proved that each prime ideal of .4(C) is local. In 1948 Florack [7] proved essentially that X is a Stein manifold. Using her theorem, the investigation of the ideal theory of A(X), for X c C, was gradually generalized to arbitrary X. In 1963 the author [1] showed that if M is a maximal ideal of A then the ring of quotients, AM, is a valuation ring. At that time the value group of AM was also investigated. Using classical methods of commutative algebra, one can make a very complete analysis of the local ideals of A.
The initial aim of this research was to learn more about the decomposition of an ideal I of A as an intersection of local ideals. In trying to extend local knowledge to obtain global results it became evident that some topology on the set specm A of maximal ideals was needed. The author turned, naturally, to the Zariski topology on specm A. X is, in a natural way, identifiable with a subset of specm A. Let X0 be the topology induced on X by this identification; it will be called the zero set topology on X. It is obvious that X0 is a much coarser topology than X. The author was surprised to learn (1. 3) that X0 and Y0 are always homeomorphic. One possible inference to be drawn is Theorem [18] , that states that every closed ideal of A is principal, is generalized from C to X (5.14). The final topic to be discussed in §5 is that of subrings B of 5 that contain A, which Kelleher [15] called A-rings. Using the virtual-generator h of 5, we define a convex subgroup T of Div X, which turns out to be v(U(B)), U(B) being the group of units of B. With the aid of T a complete analysis of the ideal theory of B along the lines presented in §2- §4 can be made.
1. The zero set topology on X. In her 1948 Munster Dissertation [7] , Herta Florack proved that a general Mittag-Leffler and a Weierstrass (product) theorem holds on X. This result gives us almost all we need, as to existence theorems on X. The imbedding theorem will also be used, thus it is well to quote the cardinal result: namely that X is & Stein manifold. (See e.g. [9, p. 270] for details.) Then it follows that Cartan's Theorem B holds for X; from which Florack's Theorem follows. A is-of course-an integral domain, every element of 5 is a quotient of elements of A, and A is integrally closed in 5.
Given an integral domain B, let 1(B) denote the set of all ideals of B, ordered under inclusion. Let prop 1(B) = 1(B) -{B}. Let spec B denote the set of all proper prime ideals of B, under the Zariski topology; and let specm B the subspace of all maximal ideals of 5. Each of these spaces is compact, spec 5 is T0, but is usually not 5,. specm 5 is Tx but is usually not T2. Given / G 1(B), let V(I), the variety of I, be [M G specm 5: / c A/}; then { V(I): I G 1(B)} is-by definition-the set of closed sets of specm B, and { V((f)): f G 5} is a basis for the closed sets of specm B.
For each x G X, let Mx = {f G A : fix) = 0} = m(x). By Florack's Theorem, m is an injection of X into specm A(X). Let X0 denote the set X with the topology which makes m a homeomorphism of X onto m(X). For / G A let Z(f) = {x G X: fix) = 0}, and let this set be called the zero set off. Proof. Given D G prop A, D n K is compact and discrete in X, and hence it is finite. Lemma 1.2. There exists a family (U")nfEN of nonempty, open, relatively compact subsets of X that cover X such that U" § Un+x,for each n G N.
Proof. Since A" is a Stein manifold, we may apply the imbedding theorem (see e.g. [9, pp. 219-226]), and thus find an analytic homeomorphism / of X onto a closed submanifold of C. Translate f(X) in C* so that 0 G f(X). For each n G N let U"=rx({zGC:\\z\\<n}).
Then (U")"eN has the required properties. Theorem 1.3. Let X and Y be noncompact (connected) Riemann surfaces; than X0 and Y0 are homeomorphic.
Proof. Let (Un)neN and (Vn)neN be open covers of X and Y, respectively, that possess the properties stated in (1.2). Let U0 = 0 = K0. Let X" = (U" -{/"_,)" and let Yn = (Vn -V"_x)(s, for each n G N. Xn and Y" are each of power the continuum and each has the cofinite topology (1.1); thus there exists a bijection h" of X" onto Yn, and h" is a homeomorphism. Clearly By analogy with the idea of a filter of sets, a nonempty family 8 of A is called a A-filter [1] if the following hold: (La) 0 £ 8, (l.b) £/and Kin 5 implies U n V G 8, (l.c) U G 8 and W e A such that U c W, implies ITëS, (Cf. the notion of z-filter in Hewitt [13] and in Gillman and Jerison [8] .) The following useful lemma and its application to maximal ideals evolved gradually in the work of Helmer [10] , Hewitt [13] , Henriksen [11] , [12], Gillman and Jerison [8] , and the author [1] . Given / G F* and x G X, let xvx(f) (or vx(f) for short) be the order of /at x in X; then »^(0) = oo.,., an element defined to be greater than every integer. Let n + 00* = cox m oox + n, for all integers n. vx is then a discrete rank one valuation on F over C. (See e.g.
[20] for a general reference on valuation theory, or better still, see Krull's classic [17] .) (Iss'sa's Theorem [14] shows that any such valuation is of this form.) The valuation ring of vx is AM (= {a/b: a G A and b G A -Mx}). In passing, note that A = D X^XAM ; thus A is the ring of "integers" of 5. Let Zx denote the set of all maps of X into Z, the addition group of integers. Under pointwise operations Zx is, of course, a lattice ordered group. For a G Zx let the support of a, supp(a), be Each of these partially ordered set of sets is closed under intersection and, with the exception of 1(F), each is inductive.
(Div A") u {oo} is a lattice. A dual ideal [6] / in this lattice is a nonempty subset of it such that the following hold. Proof. Let / G sam(5) and let / s v(I). Let y G J and let a G (Div A") u {00} such that y < a. Sincey G J there exists i G I such that ¡>(i) = /. By (2.2) there exists/ G 5 for which v(f) = a. If y = 00 then so is a, and hence a G J. Assume that y < 00; then 1 ¥= 0. Since v(f/i) = a -y > 0, ///' G A. Since / is an .4-module, /= (f/i)i is in /: thus a G J, proving that / satisfies condition (2a). Let/ G /. If y or/ is 00 then y A / is/ ory, respectively, and hence y A / is in /. Assume that j ¥= 00 **/. There exists i' G I such that v(i') = /. Sincey' A / < 00, there exists/ G F* for which v(f) = y A /'; thus i /f and /'// are in A. Banaschewski [4] proved that v induces ein order preserving bijection between I(A(C)) and /(Div+C), in 1958; thus (2.6) is a generalization of his result in two ways. Following Banaschewski let maximal elements in prop /(Div+A") be called\maximal dual ideals in Div+A". / G prop /(Div+A") will be called a prime (resp., primary) dual ideal in Div+A" if given any a, Since supp(*>(/ -g')) and supp(y A /) are each subsets of E, we have proved that v(i -g') = y A /. proving that j A / is in v(I + /'), and proving the lemma. Let / and /' be in di(Div A"). Let / + /' be defined to be the set of all Al_iC4 +j'k)> where jk G J andy¿ G /', and n G N. Lemma 2.10. / + /' is in di(Div A"). ///, /' G /(Div A") (resp., /(Div+A")), then J + J is in /(Div A") (resp., /(Div+Ar)). Given I, I' G sam(F), then p(I ■ I') = r(I) + v(n. Without loss of generality we may assume that each jk < 00, and each j'k < 00, in condition (n) above. Assume first that n = 1; then b >/, + /',, and so b -j\ >jx; hence b -j\ G J, and we conclude that b G J". Recall that a nonempty subset S of A -{0} that is closed under multiplication is called a multiplicative system in A. Let / G sam(5) and let S~XI = {¡Is: i G / and s G S}; then S~XI is again in sam (5) . Note that S~XI = /• (S~XA). If 1 G S then / c S~*I. Let 5 G spec A and let S =A -P; then 5 is a multiplicative system in A which contains 1. In this case S ~XI is usually denoted by IP. A nonempty subset T of Div+A" that is closed under addition will be called an additive system in Div+A". Let 5 be an additive system in Div+A", let / G di(Div A"), and let /(-T) = {j -t:j G J and t G T). If 0 G T, then / c /(-5). Given a prime dual ideal Q in (Div+A") u {00}, then Div+A" -Q = T is an additive system in Div+A" which contains 0. In this case /(-T) will frequently be denoted by JQ. Of particular use is the fact that AM is a valuation ring. In Krull's classic monograph on valuation theory [17] , of 1932, it was shown that the ideal theory of AM and the structure of its value group are in faithful correspondence. (Recently, in [3] , this analysis was extended to primary ideals of AM.) Thus to learn about the structure of I(A, M), let us compute the value group of AM. (See e.g. [20, p. 40] for details on Krull's Theorem.) Z(M) = pGSXis a directed subset of A". Let GM be the direct limit of Div A" along u; then G^ is a totally ordered group (since u is a maximal A-filter), and the canonical homomorphism L^ is lattice-preserving. Let v a L^ ° v. It was proved in [1] that v is a valuation of 5 whose valuation ring is AM. If p = x G X, then Gx is, of course, the additive group of integers Z. Further, GM has been extensively studied [1] ; thus the local ideal theory of A is quite well known.
It will be convenient to let oo,, = ^(0) and to define ooM > g for all g G Gy Let ooM + g = ooM = oo" + g for all g G GM u {oo}. Let specíTHv+A") a {Q G /(Div+A"): Q is prime}. For / G /(Div+A") let W(/) a {Q G spec(Div+A"): / c Q), and let (W(J): J G /(Div+A")} serve as the set of closed sets for the topology on spec(Div+A"). Let specm(Div+A") = {/ G /(Div+A"): / is maximal}. specm(Div+A") is a subset of spec(Div+A"); let it be given the induced topology. For / G /(Div+A") let V(J) = {/' G specm(Div+A"): / c /'}. / will be called local if V(J) consists of a single point. From Banaschewski's Theorem (2.7) we have: Lemma 3.7. v induces a homeomorphism of spec A(X) onto spec(Div+A").
I G 1(A) is local if and only if v(I) G /(Div+A") is local.
It is also clear that we can immediately obtain versions of (3.1)-(3.4) for (Div A") u {oo}. These results will be referred to as (3.1')-(3.4'), respectively. 4. Virtual-generators. Let G = LT^a* GM and let lattice and group operations on G be defined pointwise; then G is a lattice-ordered group. For a G Div X, let ä(p) a L^a) G Gß, for each p G SX; then a G Div X v* à G G is a lattice preserving group isomorphism into G. Let Div ôA" a [a: a G Div A"}. Let ób a (oOj,) eÄY be ordered so that 6b > g for all g G G, and let co + g = 6b a g + 6b, for all g G G. Since GM u {oo^} is totally ordered, a dual ideal in it is just a nonempty subset S for which s G S and g G GM, with s < g, implies g G S. Let H^ a {dual ideals in Gß u {oo,,}}. H^ is, of course, totally ordered by inclusion. It will be convenient to order H^ by anti-inclusion, i.e., for S, S' G H^, define S < S' if and only if S' c S. So ordered g G G, u {oo,,} t->[g, oo"] (= {g' G G,, u {oo"}: g < g'}) G #" is an order-preserving injection into H^, which will serve as an identification. Let G,, u {oo,,} G H^ be denoted, for convenience, by -oo,,. Clearly H^ is closed under arbitrary nonempty unions and intersections; thus it is (Dedekind) complete and G,, is dense in it. Given S and S' in Hß, let S + S' a {s + j': s G S and j' G S'); then S + S' is in #,, and, as is easy to see, H^ is a commutative semigroup under + , and that restricting the addition in H^ to GM agrees with the group addition on G,,. Clearly oo,, + A,, = oo,,, for all A,, G //,,. -oo,, + A,, = -oo,,, for all A,, in H^ less than oo,,. Let H a LT^eiA" 7fM and let order and addition on H be defined pointwise; then H is a. complete lattice and an additive semigroup. Let 6b a (&>¿)líesx and let -6b a ( -oo^gj^. For / G di(Div A"), L(J) a A will be called the virtual generator of /, since / = /(A). If A = ä G Div SA" then / = a + Div+A", and / s= r_1(/) = /• A, where v(f) = a. In this case A will be called a generator of / and / will be called principal. The first part of (4.3) thus states that every / G di(Div A") has a virtual-generator. We could thus go on to say that every / G di(Div A") is virtually principal. Let aîa.*(H) a {A G afa(5T): there exists ¿ G Div A" such that c? < A}, and let afa(.f7+) == {A G afa(/f): A > 0}. Proof. (0) was noted above. To check (l)- (4), note that the statements about v were proved in §2. To check the statements about L it suffices to check them pointwise, where they are obvious. (l)- (4) imply (5). (6)- (8) Proof. The equivalence between / local (resp., maximal) and A local (resp., minimal) is obvious. The equivalence between / prime and A prime follows from results of Krull [17] Proof. By (4.6), A is local. If p G X then A( p) G N, and so / is principal.
Note that Z(I) = p in this case. Now assume that p G 8X -X, and let t a Z(I). Since A is local t is contained in a unique element of SA"; namely p. Let D G t n prop A. r\D is necessarily contained in a unique p G ßD; thus p = t\D (J8, 10H1]). Hence r = p. Let (f,)isr be a set of generators of /; then (Z(f,)\D)teT is a filter basis of p G ßD -D. By [8, 4G] , 5is uncountable.
The following theorem has somewhat the same flavor. For / G 1(A), let v¿i) = v(i) n A". (1) and (2). Clearly (1) and (2) Proof. Let p G 8BA. One sees from the definition of 5,, that it is the largest local ideal of A that does not meet S, and that is contained in A/,,. Since every ideal of A is the intersection of local ideals (3.4), 5,, is indeed a maximal S-ideal. Conversely, let 7 be a maximal S-ideal in A. By (3.1), 7 = H Mev(i) Um n A). Let A/" G V(I). Since 7 n S = 0, 7 c 5"; thus 5" *= 0, and so h(p)> -oo,, and hence p G SBX. Since 5,, is an S-ideal and 7 is a maximal S-ideal, I = 5,,, proving the lemma.
The following was also proved by Kelleher; again our proofs differ. The inclusion map 1 of A into B induces continuous map 1* of spec B into spec ,4. Although spec B is compact we cannot conclude that l*(spec B) is closed in spec A, since spec A is not a Hausdorff space. Given M' G specm B we have constructed a map, in the proof of (5.21), of Af' to u G 8BX such that M' -Rp, and shown that the map R: p G 8BXi-* 5,, G specm B is bijective. Examples abound to show that 8BX need not be a closed set of SA". We will give a fairly general construction from which many such examples can be constructed. Let V be any nonempty subset of SX. For each u G F let 5,, be a nonzero prime ideal of A that is contained in Mß. Let B a H neyAp . Clearly 5 is an vl-ring. Let G¿ be the proper convex subgroup of GM that corresponds to 5M (using Krull's theorem [17] ), for p G V. Let k(p) a inf G^', for each p G V, and let k(p) = -oo,, for all p G 8X -V, k G H, and V = { p G 8X : k( p) > -oo"}. Let A a Aaeyw â> men A e afa(7/), and A > A:. Clearly v(B) = J(k) and J(k) = /(A); thus A = ¿K5). ôsA" = { p G SX: h(p) > -oo,,}, and hence V c SBX.
Example 5.3. Let T be any subset of X that is contained in a compact set K of A", and let V a A" -5; then B = {f G F: f is regular on V} and SBA" = (SA") -T.V c 5SA". 5ÄA" is not closed in SA".
An analysis of the ideal theory of 5, the theory of the sub 5-modules of F, and the fractional ideals of 5 with respect to 5 can be made very much along the lines of that presented in § §2-4, using r in place of v, as the reader can easily verify.
